We have studied multiferroic YMn 2 O 5 by high-pressure neutron diffraction in a large pressure range from 0.5 to 6.3 GPa. We observe a pressure-induced commensurate (PCM) phase with a propagation vector ( 1 2 0 1 2 ) that is different from those observed at ambient pressure. It coexists with the ambient pressure phases up to the highest pressure, with an increased contribution as the pressure increases. The PCM phase, which is likely generic in the RMn 2 O 5 family, should be taken into account to understand the strong variation of the electric polarization under pressure. Multiferroic materials, which were discovered in Russia in the 1970's, have attracted a renewed interest for the past decade. The coupling between magnetic and electric orders makes them promising for industrial applications, by manipulating the magnetization via an electric field or the electric polarization via a magnetic field. The strongest effects have been found in the magnetically induced ferroelectrics RMnO 3 and RMn 2 O 5 (where R is a rare earth, Bi, or Y ion), which show complex magnetic structures upon varying the temperature due to the presence of frustrated interactions. The coupling mechanism underlying these effects is a central issue. In orthorhombic RMnO 3 and especially in TbMnO 3 , it was ascribed to the inverse Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) effect [1] , assuming that the cycloidal order breaks the inversion symmetry by inducing atomic displacements to minimize the DM energy. This mechanism yields an electric polarization proportional to the vector product of neighboring spins (P ∝ S i × S j ). In contrast, in RMn 2 O 5 where the electric polarization appears together with an almost collinear magnetic order, another mechanism based on exchange striction was proposed [2] [3] [4] , where the polarization is proportional to the scalar product between neighboring spins (P ∝ S i · S j ). A microscopic model assuming isotropic Heisenberg exchange and magnetostrictive spin coupling explains several features of the RMn 2 O 5 , such as the electromagnon [5, 6] . It is, however, likely that in RMn 2 O 5 several mechanisms are at play, and either one or the other dominates, depending on the temperature range considered [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In the RMn 2 O 5 family, YMn 2 O 5 has been widely studied [7] [8] [9] 11, 12] , since the nonmagnetic Y allows one to test coupling schemes involving interactions solely between Mn ions. It exhibits a sequence of magnetic phase transitions similar to the other members ( Fig. 1) , with a transition at T N1 (44 K) from the paramagnetic state to a high temperature incommensurate (HT-INC) magnetic structure, followed by a transition into a commensurate (CM) structure at T C1 (38 K), then by a reentrant transition into a low temperature incommensurate (LT-INC) phase at T C2 (20 K Applying pressure is a suitable way to investigate the magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroics [13] , since changing the interatomic distances influences the energy balance between the frustrated magnetic interactions, which therefore changes the magnetic structure. High-pressure neutron diffraction allows one to investigate such changes at a microscopic level, but rather few experiments have been performed so far [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In TbMnO 3 an applied pressure stabilizes an E-type CM magnetic phase, as observed in HoMnO 3 , and modifies the INC phase by inducing a phase shift of the magnetic order between neighboring Mn chains [21] . These changes result in a giant ferroelectric polarization [22] . In YMn 2 O 5 (and in RMn 2 O 5 with R = Tb,Ho,Dy), a pressure-induced polarization reversal (growth) has been observed [12, 23] , but the underlying changes of the magnetic structure have yet to be studied.
In this Rapid Communication, we report the study of YMn 2 O 5 by high-pressure powder neutron diffraction in a large pressure range (0-6.3 GPa), down to low temperatures (1.5 K), and by combining various pressure setups. We have observed a pressure-induced commensurate phase (called PCM in the following), with a propagation vector different from that of the CM phase stabilized at ambient pressure. We followed its growth with increasing pressure, and provide a semiquantitative description of the pressure-induced phase separation. Our results imply that the polarization reversal with pressure should be reinterpreted. As a possible consequence, within the exchange striction model previously assumed for the LT-INC and CM phases, our PCM phase should carry a giant polarization.
The pure polycrystalline YMn 2 O 5 compound was prepared by a solid state reaction from a stoichiometric mixture of Y 2 O 3 (99.99%) and Mn 2 O 3 (99%). The powder was heated for 18 h, for four times from 1050 to 1085
• C under oxygen flux, cooled down to room temperature, and reground after each calcination. It was measured at ambient pressure and up to 2.9 GPa on the powder diffractometer G6.1 of the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin (LLB) with an incident neutron wavelength of 4.74(2)Å, using focusing devices in the high-pressure version. PHYSICAL We used a Cu-Be piston cylinder cell at pressures up to 1.2 GPa, and a Kurchatov-LLB pressure cell with sapphire anvils up to 2.9 GPa. High-pressure patterns were collected at 4.2 and 6.3 GPa on the high flux diffractometer D20 of the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) using a neutron wavelength of 2.42Å and a Paris-Edinburgh pressure cell. See the Supplemental Material for details about the experimental conditions [24] .
Ambient pressure patterns are shown in Fig. 2 at two typical temperatures in the CM and LT-INC phases. The insets show the magnetic patterns obtained by subtracting a pattern in the paramagnetic region. Good refinements are obtained with the models of Refs. [11, 25] . According to these models, in the CM phase of the propagation vector ( A pattern at 50 K is subtracted. Patterns measured on G6.1 (up to 2.9 GPa) and D20 (4.2 and 6.3 GPa) have been scaled to the intensity of the nuclear peaks to be compared. LT-INC, CM, and PCM are the incommensurate, commensurate, and pressure-induced commensurate phases, respectively. The peak at 1.2Å −1 and 6.3 GPa, situated at a nuclear peak position, is attributed to an imperfect subtraction.
with the ab component. In the LT-INC phase of the propagation vector (0.48 0 0.29), spin reorientation occurs, together with the formation of a long-period cycloid along a. The values and orientations of the Mn moments are very close to those found in Ref. [11] . The CM and LT-INC coexist in the temperature range 17-23 K [see Fig. 3(a) ], and their relative fraction changes with temperature, as expected in a first-order transition.
As our main result, under pressure we observe a commensurate phase (PCM) that is different from the CM phase observed at ambient pressure. Its existence is clearly shown in Fig. 3(b) by the onset of a magnetic peak at Q ∼ 1Å To analyze the pressure effect we focus on the lowest temperature (T = 1.5 K for G6.1 and 5 K for D20) where the PCM phase is better separated. We refine the high-pressure patterns by assuming that (i) the magnetic structures of the LT-INC and CM phases are unchanged under pressure, and (ii) the PCM magnetic structure is similar to the CM one, namely, the spin arrangement in a given ab plane is the same, but the stacking of ab planes along c changes from
) under pressure, as shown by the schematic drawing of Fig. 4 . The above constraints are imposed to limit the number of refined parameters, since the PCM phase could not be observed as a single phase, regardless of the temperature or pressure. The lower statistics of the high-pressure patterns and the peak overlap from the different phases prevent a full characterization. Within these assumptions, we obtained satisfactory refinements of the pressure patterns by refining only the scale factors of the LT-INC, CM, and PCM phases, which yield their relative amounts. Typical refinements are shown in Fig. 5 . In the pressure range of 0.5-2.9 GPa, the best fit is obtained by assuming that the three phases coexist. At high pressures (4.2 and 6.3 GPa) the best fit is obtained with the CM and PCM phases only, although a small amount of the LT-INC phase could not be discarded, being difficult to separate from the CM phase on the D20 patterns. In Fig. 6(a) , we show the phase fractions deduced from these refinements. As pressure increases, the CM and PCM phases slowly grow at the expense of the LT-INC.
Another evaluation of the pressure-induced phase separation can be obtained, without any a priori model for the magnetic structures, by plotting the area of selected magnetic peaks versus pressure, scaled by the area of a nuclear peak. We consider the peaks of Fig. 3(b) , namely, the ( 1 2 1 1 2 ) peak of the PCM phase at Q = 1Å and the peak around Q = 0.9Å resulting from the overlap of the ( The onset of the PCM phase should have important consequences on the electric polarization. At ambient pressure, according to the exchange striction model in Ref. [27] , the net electric polarization along the b axis is calculated as
where S 3 and S 4 are the magnetic moments of Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ , respectively, and C is the magnetoelastic coupling constant. The propagation vector of the LT-INC phase is k = ( . For the LT-INC, CM, and PCM phases, this yields a polarization of
with α −0.2, 0.9, and 0.7 for the LT-INC, CM, and PCM phases, respectively. At ambient pressure, this expression well accounts for the strong temperature dependence of the polarization which reverses its sign at T C2 , changing from a high positive value in the CM phase (around 100 nC cm −2 ) to a lower negative value (−20 nC cm −2 ) in the LT-INC phase. Under a pressure of 1.6 GPa, the polarization recovers a positive value of 150 nC cm −2 , close to the value in the CM phase [12] . This recovery was naturally attributed to the growth of the CM phase under pressure, assuming that this phase dominates at 1.6 GPa. Our measurements show that the situation is more complicated, since, with our assumption, three phases actually coexist at 1.6 GPa, with relative amounts around 54%, 38%, and 8% for the LT-INC, CM, and PCM phases, respectively. Assuming that the polarizations of the LT-INC and CM phases are the same as those of ambient pressure, the PCM phase should carry a giant polarization of about 1.4 μC cm −2 at 1.6 GPa to compensate for the negative contribution of the LT-INC phase. In such a case, one should expect a further increase of the polarization with increasing pressure above 1.6 GPa, reaching very high values at high pressures when this phase dominates (960 nC cm −2 at 6.3 GPa, for instance). Keeping the exchange striction scenario, the polarization of the PCM phase should remain high (above 1 μC cm −2 ) even if the phase shifts between the Mn moment in the zigzag chains switch the sign of polarization in the LT-INC phase under pressure. Alternatively, another mechanism such as that predicted by the inverse DM model could be at play, with a change of balance between the two mechanisms yielding a complete redistribution of the polarization under pressure. Polarization measurements under high pressures would be useful to check these scenarios.
In conclusion, we have observed a pressure-induced commensurate phase in YMn 2 O 5 , and characterized by a propagation vector ( ) that is different from that of the ambient pressure CM phase. We have given a semiquantitative description of the pressure-induced phase separation. Within the exchange striction model, our results suggest that this phase carries a giant electric polarization. Another explanation could be a complete redistribution of the polarization under pressure due to a change of balance between the two previously invoked mechanisms (exchange striction and inverse DM). Our preliminary measurements show that this PCM phase also exists in TbMn 2 O 5 (see Fig. 7 ), suggesting that it could be a generic feature of the RMn 2 O 5 family. It should thus be taken into account to understand the surprising evolution of the polarization with temperature and pressure [23] .
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